PRESS NOTE
Sri Anjani Kumar IPS Commissioner of Police, Hyderabad City has interacted
with 308 Blue Coltofficers of East Zone & South Zone of Hyderabad City at CAR
Head Quarters and also inspected 36 Blue Colt Vehicle of East Zone and 68 Blue Colt
Vehicles of South Zone.
The commissioner of Police specially appreciated 2 officers for good work
done by them in detection of cases
S.N.

Name

Police Station

1.

P Siddappa

Reinbazar

2.

P Narayana Rao

Afzalgunj

Remarks
Apprehension of Chain Snatcher

Red

Handed and handed over to crime team
Apprehension

of

wanted

offender

through finger print device.

Issued appreciation letter to 6 Blue Colt Officers who have done good work
and appreciated by public through social media.
Sl. No

Name

Police Station

1.

B Krishna

Mirchowk

2.

MdMoin Hussain

Bhavaninagar

3.

Mohan Naik

Madannapet

4.

SettyGowri Shankar

Kachiguda

5.

G Karnakar

Malakpet

6.

Syed Sharfuddin

Afzalgunj

Issued appreciation letter to 9 Blue Colt officers who are performing
community policing meetings regular and motivating community people in
installation of Nenu-Saitham Cameras and officers identified community felt needs
and cleared the felt needs.

Sl. No.
1.

Name
P. Praveen Kumar

Police Station
Chandrayangutta

2.

B. Sai Kumar

Dabeerpura

3.

M. Rakesh

Chatrinaka

4.

P Srinivasa Rao

Saidabad

5.

R Devender

Malakpet

6.

C Venkatesh

Falaknuma

7.

J Venugopal

Falaknuma

8.

B Sudheer

Amberpet

9.

B Prasanth

Chaderghat

Apart from the above said officers commissioner of police has issued
appreciation letters to 10 officers who performed well in respect of emergency
response, 10 officers who performed well in respect of Surveillance over Criminals, 12
officers who performed well in respect of Preventive Policing
TheCommissioner of Police of Hyderabad while addressing the gathering
officers emphasized the importance of community policing and usage of modern
technology in day to day patrolling. Because of law and order maintenance,
Hyderabad city ranked as 1st best quality living city as persurvey conductedby Mercer
for the last four consecutive years.
The entire blue colt vehicle has GPS facility, all the movement of blue colts
vehicle regularly monitored through command control center. An average response
time of blue colt vehicles in around 6 min, and all blue colts of Hyderabad city on an
average cover the distance of 5942kms per day.
Sri. T Murali Krishna, IPS, Addl. Commissioner of Police CAR HQ, Hyd has also
attended the programme.
Commissioner of Police,
Hyderabad City.

PRESS NOTE
On 04-05-2019 the accused person by name Yogesh Jogaram Saini @
Yogesh Saini, was arrested in a Cheating case.
On 12-01-2019 at 14.45 hours, received a complaint from Sri S. Praveen
Jain R/o Pot Market Sec’bad, wherein he stated that, he is running the whole sale
gold Jewellery shop styled as ‘Jaiguru Ganesh Jewellers” at F. Lalchand Complex Pot
Market, Sec’bad, usually in routine business one person by name Yogesh Shaini who is
Director of Ronak Bullion Pvt. Ltd., Pot Market used to hold gold jewellery
transactions with the complainant shop regularly on credit basis. As usual on 04-102018 the Yogesh Shaini collected (48) pairs of gold Bangles wg. 1188.570 grams worth
Rs 38, 64,884/- from the complainant shop with a promise to repay the amount by
16-10-2018, but said Yogesh absconded by closing all business activities and cheated
the complainant. Hence he requested for necessary action.
The accused Yogesh Shaini has started bullion and Jewellery business in
the year 2016 on the name of Ronak Bullion Pvt. Ltd., and collected old gold
ornaments and cash from the customers like jewellery shop owners in and around
Secunderabad and Mahaboob Nagar Kalwakurthy, Acchampet, on the pretext of
providing biscuit gold, new Jewellery items and collected about 7 kgs of gold from
different shop owners and in addition to this business is also involved in M6 business
activities. Due to fluctuations in bullion market and doing habit of M6 business he
incurred heavy losses and due to pressures from customers he closed his business
activities and fled away to Ahmedabad by avoiding the repayment to customers. On
credible information he was apprehended on 04-05-2019 in Ahmedabad of Gujarat
State and seized gold jewellery ornaments weighing about 670 Gram 790 mg
including stone, pearl, kundan from his possession under the seizure cover of
panchanama. Later the accused was brought to Hyderabad and produced on 07-052019 before the Hon’ble XII Addl. CMM Court, Hyderabad for judicial remand.
This case is investigated by SI Sri P. Vijaya Bhaskar under the supervision of
ACP Sri. S.V. Hari Krishna and Sri G. Jogaiah Addl. Dy. Commissioner of Police, CCS,
DD Hyderabad.
Jt.Commissioner of Police
Detective Department,
Hyderabad.

